
Art Pack Green

Unlocking my Lockdown



Task Focus: Creating relaxing art inspired by Autumn Colours

Making an Autumn Tree
Sponge painting 

Materials Needed:
Worksheets-Colour pencils and pens, Paint  Mixing Tray Sponges or 
Cotton Buds

Key Information:
Colours help us express our emotions
Think about how different colours make you feel
In Autumn time we see lots of warm colours
Brown Orange and Yellow
Where do we see them?
How do these colours make you feel



Task
Starter: Discuss how Autumn makes you feel

Step 1 paint /sponge an Autumn Tree
Step 2 on a new pieces of paper paint the colours that make you feel happy
You can paint whatever you want

Keywords: Home School Different 
Autumn Feel Happy Sad
Warm Colours 
Drag Dabb Drip



Step 1 Sponge an Autumn Tree

Watch the clip

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VM2rg73gr9w

Draw and Colour the tree shape in brown

Then use a sponge or cotton buds

To dabb on the leaves in yellow orange and red

(See how orange is made where the

Yellow and red mix)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VM2rg73gr9w


Step 2- Expressive painting-Paint the colours 
that make you feel happy

Try different 
Effects with your
Brush
Dabb Drag Drip



1. Colour the animal that makes you feel happy

Spot the odd ones out

Colour the animal that makes you feel happy

Or shows how you are feeling

Find leaves outside

Use PVa and a Glue Spreader to stick on leaves

Extension

Draw an animal that shows how you are feeling



Find the odd ones out -can you spot which 2 animals
You won’t find in the countryside in England?

Racoon

Badger

Lion             Hedgehog

Squirrel



Badger



Racoon



Hedgehog



Squirrel



Lion



2.Listen to music and Draw dots to make a leaf design

Step 1 Listen to music]
Step 2 Pick colours that you feel when you listen
to the music
Step 3 Use the back of the brush to paint leaves



3. Marker Pen Leaf designs draw on your leaf how you are feeling

Go outside to collect leaves

Use a black paint or 

Dark marker pen to draw or

Paint cool characters on

your leaves



4. What is the Baby Elephant
thinking?
How might the baby elephant be feeling?

What’s happened to him?
Draw an picture of the elephant and write how you think he 
or she is feeling


